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ÀBSTRÀCT

A Èwo-dimensional isoparametric boundary element program

has been developed for the solution of Laplace's equation

for Dirichlet, Neumann and mixed boundaries in bounded or

unbounded domains. Two methods have been implemented to ca-

ter for heterogeneous regions: one producing a dense matrix

and the other a bLock-sparse matrix.

Galerkin's method is used to calculate simple layer

charges, placed on the boundary, from which the field can be

determined everywhere. The sources and geometry âre mod-

elled by Lagrangian shape functions which permit numerical

integration of arbitrarily shaped curves to be performed on

a one dimensional simplex.

Integration of the Green function singu)_arity is per-

formed by using a tailor-made Gaussian guadrature formula in
which the singurarity is regularized. source singularities
are handled by the inclusion of trial functions which con-

tain the form of the singularity.
Sample test results are included to illustrate the impor-

tance of catering to the Green function singularity, and

geometric and boundary condition discontinuities.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

Due to the advent of the high speed digital computer, so-

lution of boundary value probrems by numerical methods has

been an area of intense research as most physical problems

are governed by these equations. Tn the past, much effort
was spent on the analytic solution of the relevant integral
or dif ferential equations. In generar however, such solu-
tions are diff icult, or humanly irnpossible, and only lend

themselves to approximate techniques.

Two dístinct approaches exist for the solution of bounda-

ry value problems. one approach is the direct sorution of

the governing differential equation for the potential dis-
tribution. The two most common numerical methods of solving
differential. equations are the finite difference and finite
erement methods. The finite difference approach usualLy in-
voLves an iterative process at which the potential is ap-

prox imaled on a rnesh of di sc rete points. The operator i s

discretized and applied to each point of the mesh succes-

sively until the change in the potential after each itera-
tion meets some prescribed requirement [1,2]. The finite
element method uses a variational technigue in which the po-

tential is approximated by a sequence of functions which
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converge in energy provided the operator meets certain con-

ditions [3,4]. Both methods have been researched extensive-

Ìy and are widely documented in the Iiterature.
The second approach Èo the solution of boundary value

problems is the boundary integral formuraÈion which is the

basis of this thesis. It wilr be shown to have some parar-

Iel with the finite element method.

In the integral formuLation the potentiar is not solved

directly, but an equivalent source is found which would sus-

tain the fieId. The equivalent source is found by forcing
it to satisfy prescribed boundary conditions under a func-

tion which relates the location and effect of the source to
any point on the boundary. This function is referred to as

a Green's function o!, more descriptively, the influence
function. once the source is determined it is substituted
back into the integral to compute the potential at any point
in the region. The main advantage of this method over the

partial differentiar equation approach is a reduction of one

order of dimensionatity. That is, the sources are located

only on the boundaries, and on the interfaces of different
media. As we11, integral operators have some desirable
properties such as boundedness which differential op-

erators do not have.

ÀIthough the methods described above may apply to many

different operators, this work is restricted to the solution
of Laplace's equation. Three different formulations may be

2



used. They include: a) the simple layer formul-ation; b)

double layer formulation and; c) Green's formula. For the

simple layer formulation a Fredholm integral of the first
kind results. And for the double layer the Fredholm inte-
gral of the second kind results. The Green formula approach

contains a Fredholm integral of the first and second kind

which are related by a functional constraint on the poten-

tial, and the normal derivative of the potential, ât the

boundary. The simple layer source formulation was imple-

mented in the computer program used in this research. How-

ever, the double layer and Green's formula will be mentioned

throughout .

The boundary el-ement method is readily applicable to re-
gions which are homogeneous. The primary object of this
thesis is to include regions of arbitrary piecewise homoge-

neous geometries. This has been accomplished by two meth-

ods. The first method is to place a simple layer source on

the interface of the dissimilar media. This inherently
guarantees that the potential remain continuous but the nor-

mal derivative will have a jump discontinuity proportional
to the amount of charge. The second method is to place two

layers of simple sources on the interface; one layer of

sources belonging to each region. In this case both poten-

tial continuiÈy and normal derivative discontinuity must be

enforced. The advantage of this method over the previous is
a block-sparse matrix is produced which may facilitate the

use of efficient matrix inversion routines.

3



À direct application of this method is to homogeneous

regions with complicated geometries. The region may be sub-

divided into many smaller regions in which both the poten-

tial and normal derivative of the potential are forceC to be

continuous. This could permit the solut ion of problems

where large dense matrices may not.

One of the major problems with the boundary element meth-

od is the integration of the Green function singularity
which occurs when the source and observer points coincide.
Traditionally this problem has been sidestepped numericalty,

by application of regular integration schemes, resulting in

a significant degradation of results. An exceLlent idea for
catering for the singularity, by introdueing a weighting

function which regularízes the integrand, s¡as employed by

Lean [5, p. 28-32J. This method is improved upon yielding
greater accuracy in the solution.

Whenever geometrical discontinuities are present it is
possible for the charge density to become infinite at the

discontinuity. In general the form of the charge density
singularity is known for two-dimensional problems. This a

priori knowledge is used in the computer program by intro-
ducing shape functions which contain the form of the singu-

larity. This significantl-y improves the solution near the

boundary.

In summary, this thesis presents two techniques for han-

dling regions of different medium; one producing a block-

4



sparse matrix and Èhe

lems i llust rate the

function singularity
discontinuities.

other a dense matrix.

importance of catering

and for geometrical and

Example prob-

for the Green

boundary data
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Chapte r

POTENTI AL

II

THEORY

2.I
For

sca la r

PHYSTCÀL BÀSTS

the electrostatic field we seek the

potential Q due to some sources such

Ê=-vQ

solution of the

that

(2.1)

For a point source

electric field has

given by

in free space,

a component in

two-dimensions, the

the radial- di rection

in

on 1y

-o
z"t:Krt '

-?E
dr (2.2)

Choosing a point at Ìo to be the Locat i on

potential and i the observation point, as

2,I, and integrating along any line joining

and reference point yields
t

{(Ë) -o(Èo) =;#l+=fftønlÊl -rnlÊ"1) (2.3)
ro

As the choice of reference potential is arbitrary choose

0 (Ìo) = o in which case

0 z# trn lïl - øn lÊol ¡ (2.4)

-+t

of the reference

shown in Figure

the observat ion

-+
r(

If the medium is linear and isotropic, and more than one

6



(
E

o(Ê) = -,ir # (ønlÊil -snlÈ"1)

q
lr-rol

(
o

(2.5)

is the vector joininq the position vector ï and the

. For a continuous source density distribution,
more general notation of Figure 2.2, the potential

Figure 2.lz Notation for point charge.

point source exists, then by superposition

where

charge

using

is

- .l-

q
I

the

=_!2n< ln
B

If ro is chosen at a distance much

tance between the sources, then the

proaches a constant. Rewriting (2.6)

gives

whe re

(2.7 )

->r0 o(È') [øn lÊ - È' I - øn lÈo - Ê' | ]ar, . (2.6)

+-)ro -r

greater

di stance

than the dis-

ap-

(a
-+
r )

1

I^
^kf,l.l--.------o

l? -i'l )dr '
->r

B
2t¡<

7



v

--¡
ls

C(?')
dr

x

FÍgure 2,2; Notation for an arbitrary charge configuration.

For ease of not¡tion assume < =L/2r in which case

f,
0(É) = I sn ;r-ì , o(É')dr' (Z.B),ôB lf_ú'l

The term 9"n(k/lÌ-i'll is the free-space Green function
for two-dimensions. From (2.9), given the source conf igura-
tion, the potential can be found everywhere in the region.
In most practical- problems, however, the source is not known

but the potential or its normal derivative are specified on

the boundary and we seek a o(i') that wil1 sustain these

conditions. Physically this means that boundary conditions
are eguivalent to source distributions on the surface. More

precisely, w€ seek the solution of Laplace's equation by re-
placing boundary conditions with simple rayer sources from

which the potential can be calculated everywhere.

f o- I

I

I



2.2 DERIVÀTION OF THE STMPLE LAYER FORMULÀTION.

Before proceeding, the conventions used throughout the

text are illustrated in Figure 2.3. From Figure 2.3, ñ, and

ô. represent the interior and exterior normals, Bi and Bu

are respectively the interior and exterior regions, and ôB

is the boundary.

Bs

Figure 2.32 Conventions used in the text.

en

aAS we l_ l il, and

in each region

tion used for

â2

and

the

are the respcctive inward pointing normals

âBi is the interface boundary. The nota-

derivative of the Green function is

ðG (r rt Gi(i,Ë')'
ân

l-
-+

db (r i') = Gi(ï,Ë')
(2.e)

in this caseThe

the

âti

subscript refers to the particular normaÌ,

interior normal. The normal derivatives

9
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tial are expressed as

opi
I

.l0
âo^,c

âne

Àlve (2.10)
ðti

As every harmonic function can be expressed as a poten-

tial, and conversely every potentiaL is a harmonic funcLion,

potential theory is arso the theory of the Laplace equation.

The derivation of the simple layer formular,ion from La-

prace's equation involves the application of Green's theorem

l["trr'r-Gv'o)o, =futo#- off)ar' (2.1r)

to the unknown polential OtÌl and to the free space Green

function t6l

k= [n 
r?-?l

rtr
.>
r (2,12)

The free space Green function was derived from physical con-

siderations but may be derived more formally by seeking a

sorution of the potential eguation with the solution having

only a radial component. In n dimensions, with r the radial
distance from the origin, the potential eguation may be ex-

pressed as lz4, p. 78l

- V'rl, = \þr, * f ü, + angular terms (2.13)

As we restricted
the angular terms

the solution to only a radial dependence

are dropped leaving

ü, -0'rú,, n-1+- r

10
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or

W n-1 =0 (2.15)
u rr

and

For two-dimensions n =2 and

Since the origin can

choosing c = -1 (ttris

in (2.14)) yields

.Q,nrp, + (n- l)!,nr = f,nc

(2.16)
c

n-1r

rl-, =Cf,nr+k' (2.t7 )

be taken anywhere (at say r') and

i s equivalent to sett ing -q/2t¡ r = -l

il)fr

r!=Î,n li (2.18)
li-?'l

which is the expected result. Equation (2.18) is harmonic

except at ¡= ?'. That is

V2!.n::k::=o itïli' (2.19)
lÌ-?'I

and therefore

((^v'ç,n :k: ds= [[ ov'eds=o (2.20)
tl"ør'¿n ¡-|1 d, = I|rrr'n o'

for any regular function 0 since one point cannot effect the

value of a Riemann integral 124, p. 79J. If 0 is harmonic

-11



then

0 (2.27)

and

il"Gv2 4ds 0 (2.22)

substitution of (2.20) and (z.zz) for the reft-hand side of.

(2.11) reduces it Èo zero. For the right-hand side of
(2.11 ) it is necessary to delete the singularity from the
region. Let r be â circle of radius e with its centre ro-
cated at the singular point ? as shown in Figure 2.s, Then

( 2 .11 ) def ined over B1 yields

v'o

lo"rr(È' 
)Gi(Ë,Ê' )' - e (È,È' )01{È' )ldr'

í n.,rr(È' 
)Gi(Ë,Ë' )' - G(Ë,Ë' )01{Ê, )ldr,

(2.23)
+

0

ôe

Bs

Figure 2.52 Region excluding point singularity.

I2



On ðr, fi fras only a radial component, and

f ore

â.e,n (k/ + -+.r-r' 1

there-

=--=_t-+ -)r I

¡. . 
I

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

+->
T -T

I
e

Gi(i,i' )'

e

Using these results in (2.23) yields

+

As the last term of (2.25) is being evaluated over a circLe

of radius et dr'may be replaced by edO. Thus the Iast term

yields

{" 
rot;' )Gi(ï,Ë' )' - G(È,Ë' )oi (Ê, ) ldr,

1n.,, 
-*3 - nn 3 oi(ï')rdr' = Q

t -q) - un I oi(i'íu )l e d e

T

r [ - o(ï' ) - e.Q,n eoi(ï, )]do

Now let e -+0 in which case

) ,IT

lim
e -) 0 I

o
t -O(È') -ern e9i(ï')l¿s = - znO(i) (2 .27 )

since E9n e +0 as e -+0 Equation (2.25) thus reduces to

to(Ê')Gi(¡,ï') '- G(ï,i')01{ï')ldr' = - zro(ï) . (2.28)

If the observation point i lies in Be, c and 0 are harmonic

everywhere in Bi and (2.11) reduces to

Io(ï')Gi(i,i')' - G(T,i' )oi{ï')]dr' = o

1,"

1,,

- 13
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as no point need be excluded from the region. If Ì flus on

the boundary ðB then (2.11) yields

I io(î,)er1î,Ê,)'- G(È,È')o¡(î,)ldr,= - no(È) , (2.30)Jr"

This is obtained by surrounding i with a small circle r of

radius e, calling ri that portion of the circle lying in Bi,

and t. that portion lying in Bu, and letting e -+0 This is
similar to (2.26) witn the exception that the integral is
taken only over that half of the circle ri which lies in Bi.

Ànaragous results can be derived for a regurar exterior har-

monic function. Summarizing Èhen,

1

{ :'i ::J2r

For

and

f to, {Ê' )G. (È,È' )' - G(Ë,È')oi(i')ldr'
á" 

-L r-

[oo(Ê')Gi(Ì,È')' -G(È,È')(**Ptfo. = 
{

eBi
e B^

( 2.31)

problem the choice of Outil is arbitrary
the exterior problem the choice of Ortil

->r0

-0. ?

The minus sign in the ]ast integral results from the fact
that the normar i s di rected inward. Àdding equat ions ( 2 . 31 )

for the interior and exLerior regions gives

lf r,, I t(0. (Ê') - ó"(Ë'))c, (Ë,Ê') ' - (oi(Ë') -'14i2)
ðe

(2.32)
G(ï,i' )ldrf

+t
ãe

0i?enjl
o"t.uJf

the interior
similarly for

I4



is arbitrary. If , for example, rr'e are given a closed curve
with specified boundary conditions, the solution in the in-
terior is independent of what happens in the exterior re-
gion. Ând for the exterior problem the soLution is indepen-

dent of the interior region. The choice of o, tïl = o. (?)

corresponds to the simultaneous sorution of the interior and

exterior boundary value probrem. Equation (2.32) then re-
duces to

O(È) ËeB'Bu,ðB. (2.33)

setting the charge to be proportionar to the discontinuity
in normal gradient

1

Zr ( o¿tË' ) - oi(Ë' ) )G(È,È' ) dr,
à¡

o(ï') 1

2r 0e oi(Ë')lt
-+r + (2.34)

yields

r
J_ e1Ë,È')o(Ê,)dr'= O(Ë) Ë e B' Bu,aB (2.3s)
diJ

which is identical to (2.8). This is a Fredholm equation of
the first kind with a weak singularity. For the remainder

of this chapter we look formally at the existence-uniqueness
theorems assocíated with different boundary data for the in-
terior and exterior problems. This is neccesary to find the
restrictions which must be placed on the equivalent charge

to construct an acceptable solution.

15



2 3 D]RICHLET BOUNDÀRIES FOR THE INTERTOR PROBLEM

For Dirichlet boundaries we seek the solution of

r
J e {Ë,È' )o(ï' )dr' = o(È) Ê e B, (z .36)
ðe

-+ ->
where G(r,r') is the kernel of the Fredholm integral of the

first kind. À uniqueness proof for the simple layer formu-

Iation is given in 17, p. 541.

À unique feature of two-dimensional theory is the exis-

tence of contours thaÈ may not have a solution if the value

of k, in the free space Green function, is not chosen large

enough. Such contours are referred to aS f-contours. This

can be illustrated by means of a simple example. Let k=l

in which case

As well,

bounda ry

G(Ê,È')

let the contour be a

f ixed at a potential

(2.37 )

of diameter a with Lhe

then

- øn lÊ-ï'¡

circle

of one,

o(È)

From symmet ry o til and (2.38) becomes

= 
["- 

nnlî-È'¡o1î'¡or' ( 2.38 )

Õ
o

oof unli-Ê¡ar' = oo2na[n a = ] (2.3g)
'âB

if we specify the contour to be the unit circle (a=1) then

.0n 1= O and any f inite value of oo can not satisfy (2.39) in

which case no finite solution exists. This problem can al-

ways be avoided by choosing k > maxli - ï' I This is re-

16



quired by the maximum principle for harmonic functions which

states that the Green function must be strictly positive in

the region [8, p. 133]. Physically this can be thought of

as requiring a positive o to produce a positive 0. In the

following chapter we shall show for the circle that if

k <maxli-i'l then our simple layer operator is not positive

definite. The theory of f-contours has been generalized for

other contours in which k - I l7 , p. 52-54).

2.4 DI RT CHLET PROBLEM FOR THE EXTqRToR REGION

The uniqueness proofs for the exterior problem are analo-

gous to the interior problem. UnIike higher-dimensional

problens, where the Green function approaches zeto as í*- ,

the exterior potential in two-dimensions has a logarithmic
+ '-+ -) ' ->

behavior as r+co , that is, [Dli-i'l*- as i'+* ' The ex-

istence-uniqueness theorems speci fy, however ' that 0 * c as

i*- 17, p. 5Sl. To construct an acceptable solution the

boundary decomPos ition

/ rnto,È')o(È')¿r' 
+ c (2.40)

is introduced where C is a constant to be determined' The

formal derivation of the boundary decomposition is given ir¡

[9, p. 72-74]. Às we11, the logarthmic potential is reguLar

at infinity if and only if its total charge is zeto 19, p'

4]1. Thus lhe integral

(0 ÈeB.-+r

/r"o,U,dr = o

I7
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must be enforced in which case

is of the order l?l

ô tÈ) * ¡i ¡ 
-'+c

-1 ->
as r+6

in which case

(2 .42)

. From (2.40) ,

OfÈl is bounded and

and C can be determined

{"t,U,È'¡oqÈ')dr'

aS r+æ

equal to c at inf inity. Thus o (ï' )

by (2.40) under the side condition (2.4I). It is interest-
ing to note that the interior solution may be found by the

same method.

2.5 THE NEUMANN AND MIXED PROBLEMS

For problems where the normal derivative is specified on

the boundary v¡e seek a solution by the simple layer formula-

tion. Starting with

o(È) = (2.43)

and differentiating with respecÈ to the normal yields

o j (i) = [^ G] (î,î' )o(Ë' )dr' Ê e B, ( 2 .4+)
1'agl

when È lies on the boundary a jump discontinuity of ro(?)

arises [25, p. 508-513]. This result is analogous to the

jump discontinuity between (2.28) and (2.30). on the bound-

ary the normal gradient is then

{" 
n,o,î' ¡o1î' ¡dr '

{" ni (i,i ' )o(î' ) or ' + no (ï)->roj
-+reâB (2.45)

which is a Fredholm integra] of the second kind for which o,

18



for some kernels, is theoretically advantageous to Fredholm

inLegrals of the first kind. Àlthough (2.+q) and (2.45)

have been written for the interior, the same equations are

applicable for the exterior with the interior normal re-
placed by the exterior normal.

For the interior problem the solution of (2,+S) is unique

to within an additive constant. This is well known for the

direct solution (partial dífferential equation method) of

Laplace's equation and is proved for the inÈegraI formula-

tion in [9, p. 292). Às weI]., the so]ution onJ-y exists if

0oi(i)or =

T"
(2.46)

(2 .47 )

This is simply the Gauss condition for the steady-state
which states that the total flux entering a closed region

must equal the amount leaving.

For the exterior problem the condition at infinity is
considerably different than in the Dirichlet case. Let â82

be a circLe enclosing the curve ðBI where the Neumann vaLues

are described. Enforcing flux continuity:

_?4 &, rdO = rd0dl ðr I,lnu,
lim
r-+ æ

!E
ðrl^' ðn

2I

Às the last integral in general does not vanish, the exteri-
or Neumann problem does not yield zero flux at infinity.
Furthermore, âDy harmonic function for sufficiently large È

and bounded at infinity has lhe representation

-)
r0

@

I nrnn= -æ
a

19
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For such a funcÈion

Lim
r-+ æ In"

_aE
ðn

2

rdO=0 (2.49)

which contradicts (2.47). The appropriate condition at in-
f inity (as derived in Stakgold tg p.129J ) is that þG) /e"nr

be bounded. It is also stated in Stakgold, âfthough not

proved, that the solution exists and is unique to within an

additive constant.

À proof of existence and unigueness for the interior mix-

ed problem is given in [10, p. 31,32]. This proof, honeu"r,

was not derived explicitly f rom the integral formulation.

2.6 CALCULATION OF GRÀDI ENT

One of the major advantages of an integral formulation

over the partial differential equation formulation is the

direct calcul-ation of the gradient of the potential. In f i-
n i te di f ferences, for example , the potent ial i s found at a

discrete set of nodes from which the potential gradient must

be calculated. This is usually accomplished by using the

node point values in a difference scheme, yielding relative-
ly poor ansv¡ers compared to the potential. With f inite eLe-

ments the gradient is normally found by differentiating the

shape functions. This, as weIl, usually yields poor results

compared with the accuracy of the original potential. Other

methods have been used such as fitting spLines lo the solu-

tion and differentiating the splines to compute the gradi-
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ent. Such techniques are very problem-dependent requiring

special care by the user. with the simple layer formula-

tion, once the equivalent charges have been determined, the

gradient of the potential can be determined anywhere with

ease and accuracy. Unlike the methods above, the gradient

is calculaÈed in a more rigorous mathematical manner. This

is achieved by differentiating Green's function within the

integral sign. The potential gradient, in Cartesian coordi-

nates, is given by

( 2 .50 )

where

ðG
-+
r

-+
rt o(ï')dr' (2 .51 )ðx

and

= Iu B
(2.52)

As È="î+yj then

,Q,N k -,Q,nt(x - x')2 + (y -V')'f"' (2. s3 )

and

vo=Pî*P¡'dydy

1,"-Qo<il
âx

ðo (;)
âv

)dr'
-+ro

-+r-+r
ây

ðG

-+r+rG

ao (il
ãx

)

âc (?,?' )
ðx

from which equation (2.51) can be calcuLated by

(2.54)

( tx'-x)Jr"ffio(T')dr'

2t

( 2. s5 )



and similarly for (2.52')

aoci>
ây

f (y'-y)
JâBæO

/r" *#t o(Ë'¡or' + no(Ë)x'(È)

âG fr o(Ë')or' * no(Ê)y'(Ë)

) dr'
+r ( 2. s6 )

(2.57 )

(2.s8)

The only probJ.ern associated with this method of carcutating

the gradienÈ is the jump discontinuity arising when ?=ï' u.

shown by (2.++) and (2.45). When T=T'(2.55) and (2.56) be-

come

âó(?r
âx

äo(?) = râv )aeâv

where x'and Y'are the direction cosine of the normal to âB

at i. This can be handled by special software which checks

to see if the point is on the boundary. For points not

close to the boundary, the integrand is regular, and accu-

rate results urould be expected with a regurar quadrature

scheme.
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Chapter I I I

METHOD OF WEIGHTED RESTDUALS

From the previous chapter the conditions for uniqueness

and existence of the solution for various boundary condi-

tions have been established. The next step is to find a

means of solving the relevant integral. equation.

This is achieved by application of the method of weighted

residuals. Consider the operator equation

LO = g (3.1)

where L is assumed to be a linear operator which maps 0 to g

uniquely. Usually L and g are known and we have the deter-
ministic problem of finding 0, i.e. we are required to solve

O = L-rg (3.2)

-1where L is assumed to exist and that the solution for ó is
unique. Let the solution be expanded by the series of

functions 0r'þr,þ 3,... in the domain of the operator and let
dyrã2ras ,... be coefficients such that

For an exact

or expansion

A(x) = I_ a,.,O,r(x)
n=l

solution the 0n must

functions which are

(3.3)

be a complete set of basis

usually infinite in number.
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and

the

Rewriting (3.1) as

Lo(x) - g(x) 0 (3.4)

substituting the expansion funct.ions to approximate 0,

residual is

n= I

and is egual to zeÊo only if the coefficients and expansion

functions can be found such that they are the exact solu-

tion. In the method of weighted residuals the ân constants

are found in such a way that the residual is forced to be

zero in some "averaget' sense.

À suitable inner product is taken r+ith the residual and

some prescribed functions over the range of the operator.

These functions are called weighling functions, or more de-

scriptively, testing functions. The inner product is de-

fined by

R arrlqn(x ) s(x) (3.5)

(3.6)

The inner

be orthogonal

ï

=I<w.rR > R w* ds m = 1,2,3,

where wr ,\^22 rw, ¡ . . . are the test ing f unctions.

product is set to zero forcing the residual to

to the testing functions

<w*rR ¡ = Q (3.7)

Substituting the right-hand side of (3.5) into (3.7) and re-
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arranging yields

i
n=1

âr', <w*:LOrr(x) t tw.,g(x) t

we approximate ( 3.3 )

then a finite set of

standard matrix forms

(3.8)

by a f inite
I inear equa-

AS

For a

sum.

tions

sol ut i on

Equa t i on

which can

of ( 3 .8 )

(3.8) is

be put in

(3.e)

where

s = <w*,Lorr>mn m'-'n 
(3.10)

b* = <t.J*:g >

Àssuming the s matrix is not singurar it may be inverted
yielding the ar. coefficients. These coefficients may then

be substituted into (3.3) giving an approximate (on rare oc-
casion an exact ) solution for 0.

The approximation of the solution to the exact solution
will obviously depend upon the choice of the basis and test-
ing functions, and the number of them used. one reguirement

is that expansion and testing functions be linearry inde-
pendent as linear dependence witl result in a singurar s ma-

trix.

In generar the choice of testing and weighting functions
that may be used strongly depends upon the operator and on a
priori knowredge of the solution. The liberties one can

take in the selectíon of basis or testing functions usually
comes with experience.

Sa=b
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For the solution of some integral operators the colloca-
tion meihod is used in which the testing functions are the

symmetric Dirac delta functions

q. o(x - xi)

which have the property

J w, nas

( J.lr l

(3.12)

(3.14)

Rl*
J

In this case the residual is forced to zero at a1l the col-
location poínts *j . As the number of colrocation points is
increased the residual is forced to zeto at more and more

points. This method has the advantage of being simpre to
implement as the inner products of (3.10) are just the value

of

t-0,-,(x) l*j and 9(x) ¡ *j (3.13)

The disadvantage of this method is that the residual is
forced to zero only at discrete points, whereas testing
functions which "sample" the whole region minimize the resi-
dual, in some sense, over the whol-e region.

when pulses are chosen as the basis functions such that

Rr,(x) R*(x)

{;

m=n

nf n

I I NP*(x) , P,.,(x)

26
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and the testing functions are the symmetric Dirac delta

functions, the method of solution is referred to as pulse

expansion and point matching.

The particular choice of the basis functions being the

same as the testing functions is called Galerkin's method.

This is the major method of interest in this thesis.

3.] GÀLERKTN AND VÀRIAT]ONÀL METHODS

In the Galerkin method the operator equation is solved

directly by the applicaÈion of the method of weighted resi-

duals in which ôr =w., (as stated above). This differs from

the variational approach in which one seeks a minimum of a

functional which is then the solution of the related opera-

tor equation. Both methods guarantee that the solution will

improve (or at worst stay the same) as more basis functions

are added provided the operator has two important properties

[11, p. 821. These properties are that the operator be po-

sitive definite and self-adjoint.
The property of positive definiteness is given by

<Lu,u >> 0 if u f 0 (3.1s)

and

< Lu,u > 0 if u 0 (3.16)

where a suitable

requirement than

inner product has been

positive definiteness

def ined. A str icter

is that an operator
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be pos i t ive-bounded-below'

satisfies

This requires Èhat the oPerator

rLO,O t ¿y' ll Oll
(3. 17 )

whe re

ll oll = <0,Q"/' ( 3.18 )

where y is a constant. Àny operator which is positive-

bounded-below is also positive definite but the converSe may

not be true.

PhysicaIly, positive def initeness means energy must be

expended to establish a fieId. Positive-bounded-be1or+ im-

plies a certain minimum energy must be expended. For exam-

ple, an initially stationary mass in free space can only be

moved by an expenditure of energy. Às little energy as de-

sired need be spent to move the object, as less energy will

only mean a greater length of time to move the object. To

distort a membrane connected to a rim requires a certain

minimum amount of energy. Thus there is a lower bound on

the energy required to move the membrane to a new position.

The second property involves Lhe adjoinÈ of an operator

defined by

<Lurv > <urLav > (3.19)

If L=La the is called self-adjoint.

reciprocity between a

ope ra t or

of the

Thi s

field
pr ope r ty

and itsi s a result
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cause. If, for exampLe, a point charge is at a fixed loca-

tíon, and the effect is felt by an observer at another loca-

tion, the observer would feel the same effect if his posi-

tion v,ere exchanged with that of the point charge.

Às stated earlier, the variational method requires find-

ing some functions in the domain of the operator which mini-

mize a functional. The Minimal Functional Theorem [11, p.

3181 states that if L is a positive definite, s€1f-adjoint

operator, the function ô whích minimizes the functional

F(0) = .10,0 >- 2<0,9 > (3.20)

is also a solution of the equation

L0=g (3.21)

Let the solution be approximated by a linear combination of

functions with coefficients an

(3.22)

The error between the exact and approximate solution is de-

fined by

N

öu = I u,-,ôr,
n=I

eN 0 0N (3.23)

À set of functions ('* is said to be complete [11, p. 65]

if for any e > 0 it is possible to find a number N and con-
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stant s ârt such that

llo - 6¡¡ <e (3.24)

and is energy complete [11, p. 68] if

lltO -t6^ll = le I . u (s.25)

These results are used to derive the functional (3.20) lI2,
p. 17,IgJ. It can then be shown that the minimization of

the energy norm corresponds to the minimization of the func-

t ional.

So far we have only shown that coefficients can be found

for a complete set that will a}low us to approximate the ac-

tual solution or energy arbitrarily closely. The Rayleigh-

Ritz method is one of the methods of constructing a seguence

to find the coefficients which minimize the energy provided

the operator is positive definite and self-adjoint. if the

operator is also positive-bounded-below the approximate so-

lution approaches the exact solution in the mean. Substitu-

t ion of (3.22) into ( 3 . 20 ) yields

ll."ll

N
F(oN)=. I_aiLoi,I=I

N

NN
I- aiLpi >- 2< I aiöi,9 >

j=l J r i=t
(3.26)

I <Lqi,0i >a.a. -2
rrl=r - 1 I i

<0i'9 >a'
N

I

0 n = 1,2,3, ...N

I

Functional (3.26) becomes a minimum for the values of coef-

f icients a' which rnakes its f irst deriviative zero:

aF ( 0N)

ât.,
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This results in the system of eguations

N

il, 
uj tLôi'ôj t = toi'g t 1 1 ,?,3, N (3.28 )

which is generated

but in matrix form

by the

as

Sa

Rayleigh-Ritz method. This may be

(3.2e)

The coefficients âr, may now be found by inversion of S

yielding a sol-ution to the problern.

RecaJ.Ìing (3.8) where we are using Galerkin's method re-

sults in

N

I an<O*,LÔn>=(wm,9> m=1,?,3,..'N (3.30)
n=1

Provided the operator is self-adjoint and positive definite,

the Rayleigh-Ritz system of equations (3.28) is the same as

those produced by Galerkin's method (3.30). Thus if the ba-

sis functions are chosen as a complete set, the series is

capable of representing the exact solution provided enough

terms are added. The Galerkin method can be thought of as

forcing the residual to be zero by making it orthogonal to

each member of a complete set of functions [13, p. 10]. If

a complete set of functions is not available the method

stil1 guarantees the best fit in an energy sense.

So far vre have restricted the solutions to be for opera-

tors which are positive definite and self-adjoint. The var-

iational method may be applied to operators which have less

=Þ
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strict requirements [14] but convergence guarantees may be

lost [13, 307-312). Galerkin's method is more general in
that no variationat principres are necessary to appty the

rnethod. Like the variational method, one generally loses

convergence guarantees when the operator is not positive
definite and self-adjoint.

In some cases it may be possible to modify the inner
product so as to make the adjoint operator serf-adjoint.
This is normally accomplished by introducing a weighting

function into the inner product [17, p. 4J.

<wrLvru > ( 3.31)

The adjoint of the operator is defined as before

<wrLvru ) = (wrV,Lau > (3.32)

where by trial or intuition a w > 0 can be found such that
r 

-râIJ-!

In summaryf if an operator is positive definite and

serf-adjoint the Garerkin and variational methods coincide.
The Garerkin method is more general in the sense that the

associated functional need not be known to construct a solu-
tion, and no variational principle is required.
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3.2 PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATOR FOR THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM

For the Dirichlet problem the prescribed values for the

unknown are given over the boundary and we are required to
solve a Fredholm integral for the first kind

(3.33)

f or o. This may be writt.en in operator notation as Lo = g .

We wiIl now establish that the operaLor is self-adjoint and,

with the proper choice of k in Green's function, positive

definite for the circl-e.

To prove self -ad jointness v¡e regui re L = La.

<Lor'r> = <orlaT> . ( 3.34 )

The inner product in this case is chosen as a line integral
over ð8. Upon substitution of (g.gg) into (3.34) and bring-
ing the variable dependent on the outer integraL under the

f i rst integral yields

I f o(È, )t(Ë, )G(t,,t,)db2 dbr
JàeLtàez

(3.35)
= [ f .(t, )o1Ë, )G(8,,Ë, ¡db, db,

'âer'âez

Equation (¡.¡S) is true since AB1 and ð82 represent the same

line integral and Green's function

G(tr,tr¡ = e (tr,t,)

is symmetric. Thus the operator is self-adjoint.

o(È) = /n"o(Ë)e 
(È,Ë'¡ar'

- 33
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positive definiteness we are required to show
To Prove

that

o(i)
I,

B

4t¡

o(î')rn ,tfu 
or' dr > o ( 3.37 )

<Loro >

B
I,

provided o (Ì) = O Although it is strongly suspected

operator is positive definite provided k > maxli - i' I

author was' unfortunately, unable to prove it' rt can be

shown for the circle that k >maxl?-?'l is required for the

operatortobeposilivedefinite.Foracircleofdiameter
a the inner integral of (3'37) becomes

oo 2na .l,n I (3.38)

as o til is a constant due

outer integral then Yields

to symmetrY. Evaluation of the

the

the

(3.3e)

1ton 1y

for

2a2ã2-o rn5

which is
Õo=o

ope ra to r

strictly positive provided k > a' and zeto

Thus for a circle k must be greater than a

to be Positive definite'

the

3.3 PROPERTl ES OF OPERÀTOR FOR THE NEUMANN PROBLEMTHE

For the Neumann

equat i on

o'(i)

problem we are required to solve the

+ ( 3.40 )
-'r () 1T0) dr'(io

+r-àr(Ie
ðe

t

which is a Fredholm integrat of the second kind' The opera-
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tor in this case is not seLf-adjoint as

G'.(Ë,1') I e(
-|r ( 3.41)

in general-. It may be symmetric, for example, in Èhe case

of the unit circle.
A method of making the kernel symmetric is given by Tri-

comi [18, p. 145]. The symmetric form generated by this
method was not implemented as an added integration would be

requ i red.

No proof of positive definiteness was able to be found,

however from physical reasoning it is expected to be.

3.4 MULTIMEDTÀ FORMULÀTION BY SINGLE SIMPLE LAYER SOURCES

If a region is heterogeneous (piecewise homogeneous), the

integral equation method can still be applied with an added

integration over the boundary separating the different me-

dia. The original heterogeneous region is replaced by one

which is homogeneous with an equivalent charge placed on the

boundary. The physical significance of this is given in
Stratton lJ-7, p. 183-1851 where it is shown that the effect
of dielectrics on the potential may be completely accounted

for by fictitious charges on the dielectric boundaries.

For a region which is arbitrarily inhomogeneous the inte-
gral method may still be applied with an added surface inte-
gration. The inhomogeneous medium is replaced with a homo-

geneous region containing an artificial surface charge

-+
r
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density. The advantage of a reducÈion of one dimension, âs-

sociated with the integral formulation, would be lost in

this case. Surface elements would have to be located in the

region wherever inhomogeneities occur. If the inhomogenei-

ties only occupy a small part of the region the added cost

of the surface integration may sti1l be feasible. It is in-

teresting to note the surface integration required for the

art i f ic ial charges i s ident ical to that of real charges .

This could be viewed as solving Poisson's equation in which

the chargeS are artificiat. In fact, if a surface integra-

tion were implemented, the solution of Laplace's equation

could be extended to Poisson's eguation. In this work the

region has been restricted to heterogeneous regions with no

internal sources.

The interface charge is proportional to the jump discon-

tinuity in the normal gradient and is calculated by enforc-

ing the boundary condition

+ 0
äei

The continuity of potential

(3.43)
ðei ðei

is enf orced implicitJ.y in the method t9, p. 1351. Using the

E,oi(i)

->ra

(3.42)

-+
r0 ) )
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fact that

Ê1oi(ï) c I
âe

o (Ê' ) e i (ï,ï' )ar ,

U iJBi

o(i' )G; (i,Ê' )dr'
U âBi

+ e,no(Ê)

eroj(i) e Jo + erro(ï)
(3.44)

(3.4s)

and

d d- ì:-olt^ân

(3.42 ) yields after substirution

(3.46)

we thus have a Fredholm integrar equation of the second kind
for determining the equivalent charge on the interface. If
c - ô 12 )Lt-Lz t ic.47) reduces to (er+ er)o{7¡ =0 and therefore
o1ï¡ = 0.

In this formulation the interface is treated as a regular
boundary with ( 3.46) applied. Implementatíon of this formu-

Iation is therefore relatively straightforward.

3.5 MULTI-MEDIA FORMULÀTTON BY DUAL STMPLE LAYER SOURCES

A second method is introduced here in which two layers of

charges are placed on an interface. This is illustrated in

figure 3.1 v¡ith ol corresponding to region 1 and Õ2 corre-
sponding to region 2. A similar method has been used for
the calcuration of flow through porous materials in which

the regions of different permeabilities are referred to as

zones l26, p. 50-581.

0(er-er)
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Figure 3 .1 : Dual charge layers.

This method allows the regions to be decoupled enabling

the governing integral eguations to be written region-by-re-
gion. The physical basis of this method is quite different
from that of the single simpre layer formulation in which

the heterogeneous region was transformed to a homogeneous

region with fictitious charges placed on the interface. The

dual simple layer formuLation is more directry connected

with the means in which the sources for the Dirichlet and

Neumann boundaries are found. It was stated earrier that
boundary conditions could be replaced by an equivalent

source. This is the philosophy used in the dual simple lay-
er formulation which treats each subregion of a differ-
ent medium as a region in itself.

To determine the potential in a subregion the boundary

conditions must be specified. Às the boundary conditions on

the interface of a subregion are not explicitry known the

problem may seem initially indeterminate. In fact, the
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boundary conditions at the interface are known in a more

subtre manner! they are that the potentiaL remains continu-
ous from region to region and that the normal gradients are

rerated by the differences in media properties. These in-
terface conditions are thus repraced by sources which are

eguivalent to the Ðirichret or Neumann boundaries. unlike
the singre simpre layer forrnulation, however, the continuity
of potential must now be enforced as wel-l as the discontinu-
ity in the normar potential gradient. on an interface the

continuity of potential results in

/,,, ,,,r' G

and the discontinuity in normal gradient is

o
-+r->r( )dr'

->r 0 (3.47)

( 3.48 )

I

e
{",, ðeri

Gï(Ê,i')o, (i')dr' + r,r,o, (È)

0

The only apparent difficulty remaining is that of defin-
ing a suitabre inner product. unlike arl the integrals for
the Dirichlet, Neumann, and singre simpre layer formuLa-

tions, which contains one set of expansion functions over an

interval, the dual simpre layer formulation contains two

different sets of expansion functions defined over the same

interval. The inner product producing a Garerkin formula-

tion will. result only if the expansion functions for the e1-

ements located on top of each other are the same. Thus we
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require that the expansion functions for o, tÈ) be the same

for o, {?¡ when they share the same location on the inter-
face. Rewriting eguations (S.ql) and (3.48) respectively in

operator notation yields

t ro, (Ê) 0 (3.49)

and

( 3.50 )L
I

tro, (i)

)=o- L'o (l2 2'
-+rto

00T=-2oL-2 2

oT+o^LlaJ=0,z 1 -z

Using the

i n vector

expansion functions defined by (4.4) and rewriting
notation yields

I

ñ

o

L o,t -
-1

L

(3.51 )

common eIe-

written for

They are

Às $¡e have stipulated Lhe expansion functions on

ments to be the same, the inner product can be

( 3.50 ) in two ways, yielding identical results.

<0
-1

(Ot ¡-2

<0

L T
II

0 L oT >o
2 -2 -l

oT >o
'2 -2

oT + L'-i 2

L cT>o
t

cT >o
-2 -2

0

0

0

0L

(3.s2)

or

L T
I

g

oT+-t

9

<0 , L L'
2-t
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These are identical as ot =o2 when they are located on the

interface and the integration is over the same interval.

Using ( g. Sf ) instead of ( 3. 52 ) when accumulat ing the matrix

is equivaLent to switching the locations of two rolrs.

The method is still equalÌy valid if the expansion func-

tions are different on common elements, but a Galerkin for-

mulation no longer results.

Upon discretization and application of Galerkin's method

a block-sparse matrix results. Às more regions of different

dielectrics are added the matrix becomes more block-sparse.

Efficient inversion routines which make use of block-sparse

matrices could then be used to reduce inversion tíme 122,

p.s1-77J.

One of the major offshoots of the method is Lhe direct

application to regions which are homogeneous. Normally

dense matrices result from integral eguaÈion formulations.
glhen these matrices are large they may be difficult to in-
vert due to storage and execution requirements. If a region

has a complicated geomeLry, artificial cuts can be intro-

duced which divides the region into smaller sections. The

matrix accumulated by this technique has the same block-

sparse form as in the multi-media case and thus may reduce

memory and execution time.

In certain applications, the geometry of a small part of

the region may be altered to determine its effect. In this

case a cut may be put around the altered region enabling re-

L\ Fr{É

s.1i Í"{Å¡!'t iiIJfçÅ

t'/;,:

fi ii, rr.l
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computation of only that part of the matrix associated with

the altered region. In such cases execution times could be

largely reduced.

The difficulty arises ín seLecting the optimum number of

cuts or if any cuts are desirable in the first place. As

more cuts are added the number of unknowns increases. The

problem is then to establish some criterion for introducing

a cut. This was not pursued in this work.

Ànother direct conseguence of this method is the reduced

cost to calculate the potentials and potential gradients.

When computing either of these quanti,ties, in a particular
region, only the charges in that region are needed for the

integration. This is a considerable saving when compared to

the singì-e simple layer formulation whích requires the inte-
gration of all the charges.

So far the method has only been implemented for simply

connected domains. It may be possible in the future to ex-

Lend the method to more general domains.
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Chapter IV

BOUNDÀRY ELEMENT METHOD IMPLEMENTÀTTON

4.1 MODELLING OF GEOMETRY ÀND SOURCES

The boundary element method arises from discretization of

the boundary into individual regions which are referred to

as elements. The expansion and testing functions, as weII

as the geometry, are then specified on an element-by-el-ement

basís. Coefficients of the expansion functions are normally

defined at nodes on the element. Each node is then associ-

ated with a particular expansion function. Common choices

for expansion functions include: pulses, ramp functions, si-
nusoids, and poLynomials.

Regarding geometrical modelling, different interpolation

techniques are used. The most common technique fits an ele-

mentary function, such as a polynomial, to each element.

More sophisticated schemes, such as cubic splines, ensure

first and second order derivative continuity between eIe-

ment s .

In this work, Lagrangian shape functions were used for

the expansion functions and to model the geometry. Lagrange

shape functions are polynomials cl,i normaLly defined over the
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simplex [0,1] in "loca1" E space which take on the values

0i

Global- positions

parametr ical1y over

I at node i

0 at al I other nodes
(4.1)

(4.3)

are specified

defining them uniquely. A1tÌtough anyorder of Langrange shape

functions may be derived [3, p. 6-17,6-19J tfrey are ]imited

to linear (i=2) and guadratic (i=3) elements here. The 1in-

ear shape functions are

E

(4.2)
O(

Ct=
2

E

and the quadratic functions are

0

û"2

?82-38+l
4(E - E'z)

o>2 -Lç -ç

Cartesian coordinates

element as

m

,1, 
ot{e)*t

or(E)vi

cÌ
.̂1

each

in

x=

v
m

I
(4.4)

at the node and m

Figure 4.1 where

is the unit nor-

I I

where xi and yt are the global coordinates

is the order of the shape functions.

A sample quadratic element is shown in
-)dr is the incremental tangential vector, 11

mal and (x1,Yi) are the node coordinates.
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v

n

kz,yzl

(x¡,y¡) r

ö

(x3, yg )

x

Fígure 4.I: Samp1e guadratic element in globa). space.

The incremental vector can be expressed parametrically as

+ 
^-.dr - -s¿- dåî + ãv dgj (4.5)

aE E

where àx/ðE can be calculated from

dt,

ldÊl = J =

ðoi (6)
^rdq r

tx

âx m

i
(4.6)

(4.'7 )

I'}

and likewise for ày/ðE. The incremental Ìength at each

point is equal to the Jacobian

(
âE )' + (*l'

d\

which will be required to evaluate the integrals over the

standard simplex. The unit normal is determined by

(4.8)

where it is assumed that the normal is inward pointing over

a closed surface travelling in a clockwise direction.

ñ=å(#î-Ësr
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As the expansion functions are the

functions the charges over each element are

m

o - I oi crr(E)
i=1

where the oi are the unknown coefficients

When the boundary contains a geometrical

charge density may become singular at

reguiring some special treatment. This is

next sect ion.

O = I a=r= sìn(so) + b"rt cos(so)

4.2 STNGULAR SOURCES

are

À corner of angle ô is shown in Figure 4.2 where r and 0

the cylindrical coordinates.

æ

r

Lagrange shape

expressed as

(4.e)

to be determined.

di scont inuity the

the di scont inuity

discussed in the

0=O
9=8

Figure 4.22 Corner with exterior angle

The general solution for 0 at the corner can be written as

120, p. 5l

s=- æ
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v¡here the summat ion extends over
boundary conditions are defined the
stricted. For exarnpJ.e, when 0= 0
reduces to

ó--
k¡

r' sin(k f, e)

all real s .

vaLues of s

at 0=0 and

When the

wilL be re_

0 = ô (4.10)

a
0

I
k k

Only positive vaLues of k are taken to
val_ue of O. The singularity appears whenLive is caLcul,ated. ÀIong the edges of aderivative is

(4.11)

avoid an infinite
the normat deriva_
corner the normal

_49
ân

I
r

_49
ân

and can be caÌculated as

(4.12)

(4.t3)

boundary vaLues. At

(4.r4)

!
r

_aE
ân

1
r

tr kr
I

k=l-

for homogeneous

A-aU_U

Neumann or Dirichlet

[-aurT- k Ë .in(r # 0) +bkr* u $ cos(r< f o¡1

_40
ðn

30
ân

,lI æ

I
Ikn

6
ô b.r

K k
k=1

and 0=ô

Both expressions

pressions can be

[zo, p.Bz].

ï
k=1

,krtT- r)1I

ô ar
k k

have a singular
found for more

(4.1s)

term if ð > ¡. Similar ex_
9eneral boundary conditions
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If only Lagrangian shape functions are included in the

expansion functions the charge can not be modelled properly.

Singular expansion functions, with the form of the singu-

Iarity as a function of ô, should be included. Thus expan-

sion functions on an element which contain a singularity are

expressed as

m-t f{ - rlo= | o.0..(6) *o_Etô , (4.16)
i=r 'La m

This however, introduces a singuJ-arity into the integration.
To cater for this properly a tailor-nade Gauss guadrature

formula should be implemented. OnIy the form of ihe singu-

larity was irnplemented in the computer program and not the

tailor-made quadrature. As the strongest singularity occurs

when ô =2r the quadrature should be determined for this
case.

It is imporLant to note that even if an approximate form

of the singularity is íncluded in the expansion functions,

the Galerkin method will stilL find coefficients which will
yield the best possible solution. Thus if a singularity is

known to exist, it is better to include a singular expansion

function, than not to include any at all 127, p. 108-1121.
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4,3 MÀTRIX ÀCCUMULATION

From the results of Chapter III we wish to determine

<w K0
m

,b >
m

which can be put in vector notation as

> = <w (4 .r7 )

(4.18)

t n

<orK0T>o =

>g = <9r9 >

l" u âei
G(Ë,i')#(Ë')dr's

< $: KoT

The operator K is dependent upon the boundary conditions

where the inner product is being calculated. For the Diri-

chlet sections of the boundary, for the interior

ro=o(ü) = f G(î,i')o(î,)dr, Ëe Bi (4.19)
/âe u aei

Substitution of the shape functions for o yields

KoTo
\,

G(ï,Ë' )gt(Ê' )dr'g = O(ï) (4.20)
U ðBi

The application of Galerkin's method resulcs in

l"cr(ï)

\+ " ¿L l

"(i)o(ï)¿r

the exterior Dirichlet problem (4.21) is augmented with

term

=[,

ôB

For

the

(4.22)

As well-, the integral of the charges is enforced resulting

r-
I cq( É) ¿r
'ãe
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1n

(4.23)

For the Neumann sections of the boundary

Taking

gives

Ko= I n'(Ê,Ë')ot(î')dr'dro+nor(i)o (4.24)
'âe u âei

the inner product as with the Dirichlet boundary

r,
I or(É)dro=0
/âs-

/r"',u, {" U äBi
G'(Ê,È')er(Ë,)dr'dr 9 + rI q(Ê)ot(Ë)ar o

- J^
dB

I g(Ë)o ' (È)¿r
B

vb.n =
v

[(x -x')2 + (y -y')']

wh i ch i s read i 1y prograrnmable .

For the s i ngJ-e s imple layer i nter f ace the

erkin equation is

õ

Gi(i,i')gt(ï')dr, dro

(4.25)

( 4 .26)

(4,27)

resultant Gal-

The Neumann boundary requires the calculation of G'(i,Ì
Taking the gradient of G (Ì,1') .

vG(i,ï') (*' - x) ^^i +(v' -v)i
[(x-x')2 +(y -y')']

and then the dot product with the unit normal yields

[ (x' - x) â* + (y ' - y) â

(ur-r,)f -+

Iu,o(r)
_t-J l w cJÞr

+ ( r,* r, ) /",e{Èlgr(î) ¿ro
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For the double Iayer interface

for continuity of potential and

dient are respectivel-y

the Galerkin set

discontinuity in

of equat i on s

normal gra-

[," 0
1i

lo"

1,,
-+
r ) G (i,È ' ) gl(i' ) or ' drg 

r

G(i,Ì' )gl(Ë' )or' dro, = o0
1i- , {È)

] U ðB]i

I*, u AB2i

(4.2e)

(4.30)

and

e f," I
dB

9z
2i 1 U âB]i

->r )
G i (È,Ê' )gT(Ê' )dr '

r
dro. * E-n I

-r t )^
dB

s, tÊlef tË)drs,
¿L

* r, I s,(Ë) f G;(Ê,Ê')g](Ë')dr'
'âez j- 'Aez u Aezi

,l sltË)sltÊ)drs, =
'àB2i- L - ¿

dro 0

where ðBli and ãB2i are the adjacent interfaces. care must

be taken with respect to the notation used for the bounda-

ries. I f the single simple layer formulation is being used

ðB u ðBi represent every DirichJ.et, Neumann, and interface
boundary. If the double layer formulation is used, ðB u ðBi

corresponds to the boundary of each region.

The computer program steps over each el-ement and appJ_ ies

the appropriate inner product depending on the particutar
boundary condition. A1l the integral-s are carculated over

the simplex [0,1] in local space. For example, the integral
for a Dirichret element can be expressed parametrically for

^ *g^
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a AS

-)r

J and J* are the Jacobians for the inner and outer inte-
grals respectively. The inner and outer integrals can then

be evaluated by a Gauss-Legendre quadrature scheme defined

over the interval [ 0,1 J provided the integrand is regular.
For the Dirichlet boundaries the integrand is regurar pro-

vided the inner and outer integrals are not being evaluated

over the same eLement. If the inner and outer integraJ-s co-

incide the integrand contains a J-ogarithmic singurarity.
This requires a special integration technigue rvhich is dis-
cussed in the next section.

For the Neumann boundaries the integrand is regurar at

all points except those containing a geometrical singulari-
ty. when the source and observations point coincide the in-
tegrand has the Iimiting behavior

+lrm âc(i -+
ïl (4.32)

particular element ín the inner integral

d6*o, Ë( E) )o( g)JdEJ*c(ï(E*)
l"f' o( 6")

)o-

t

tto
(0 (E*) )"(q*)J*d6*. (4 . 3r )

T,*T ân
1

R
0

where R is the radius of curvature tlBl. If the

rivative of Green's funct ion is being evaluated

section, the radius of curvature is infinite and

I
æ

-+r->
r

normal de-

on a flat

äG

ân

5¿

0 (4.33)



Special care must stilI be taken when evaluating the inte-

gral as both the numerator and denominator approach zero as

the source and observation point coinc ide. Thus ac (ï ,l' ) /¿n

has a value onty in the limit when ï'*i. when the outer

and inner integrals coincide, the element is subdivided into

Lwo elements about the point ? = ?' where i is the sample

point of the outer integral. Regular Gauss-Legendre quadra-

ture is then appLied to each element. This guarantees the

sampling points of the outer integral are suff iciently far

from the sampling points of the inner integral.

I f a geometrical- singularity does occur the radius of

curvature is zero and the integrand becomes infinite at the

singularity. This problem has been sidestepped in the com-

puter program by assuming a smooth surface. A proper inte-

gration scheme, which caters for the singularity, ffiâY pro-

duce better resul-ts.

The values calculated from each integration are stored in

the matrix according to their node number. The matrix is

then inverted by Cholesky's method giving the val.ues of the

coefficients at the nodes. The potential and potential 9ra-

dient are then calculated at any specified point.
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4.4 INTEGRATTON OF THE GREEN FUNCTION SINGULARITY

One of the major difficulties in the integral equation

approach is the íntegration of the Green function singulari-

ty. Regular integration schemes have been used in which the

sampling points of the outer integral are different than

those of the inner integral. Although this approach may be

expected to yield some reasonable results, it l-acks any

mathematical rigor and is incorrect when the integrand is

singular. As well the method lacks generality as care must

be taken when selecting the order of the guadrature for the

inner and outer integral-s to make sure Sampling points are

not too close to one anoÈher "numerically". Different ana-

lytical approaches have been implemented but are problem de-

pendent and can only be applied for specific geometries,

such as a straight Iine.

To circumvent the problem, an excellent integration tech-

nique has been implemented by Lean [5, p. 28-32). Typical

integrat ion schemes such as trapezoidal , Romb€F9, and

Gauss-Legendre are designed for integration of smooth func-

tions, or at Jeast for finite functions. To cater for sin-

gular functions, especially when the form of the singularity

is known, singutar quadrature formulas should be used.

Integration by Gaussian quadrature formulas is accom*

plished by approximating the integral as l2l-, p. 11.

w(x)t(x)dx =Ia
\

, L.
1=l

E¿

Arf(xi) ( 4.34 )



The xi are the roots of a polynomiaJ. orthogonal to w (x) ,

the Ai are the weighting coefficients, and n is the degree

of the po).ynomiat. The only restriction on the weighting

f unction w(x) is that it be integrable and w(x)>0 on Ia,b].

Quadrature data generated for a particula¡ w(x) , will inte-

grate a polynomial f(x) of degree n exactly with only 2n-I

sampling points. if f(x) is a smooth function the approxi-

mation (4.34) yields excellent results.

The technique used by Lean regularízes Green'S function

by dividing out the singularity. This can best be il-1us-

trated by an example. Suppose we wish to integrate

I'o,x)dx= Io'^-''on(x)dx 2<k'<- (4'3s)
JO

where g (x) is any smooth funct ion on the interval [ 0,1 ] .

Regular integration schemes would yield poor results due to

the singularity of the ,r-'/o term at zeyo. To alleviate

the problem consider the following. Ilultiply integral (4.33)

through by xL/2 /xt/2 which yields
rl I

I +*-tl*g(x)dx= ['^-"(^"-r/k)g(x)dx (4.36)
J" *'' - Jo

Choosing w(x) = I/*'/ t th" remainder of the integrand is

f(x) = xt/2' '/kg(*). This is a smooth function which approxi-

mation (4.34) will integrate properly. Therefore quadrature

data i n thi s example would be generated in which

w(x) =r/*"'. This is in fact the quadrature scheme re-

quired to cater for the source singularity in which I/k is

the exponent ä - I of Section Iv.2.
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The integration of the Ìogarith¡nic singularity is more

involved. Consider ( a.3 ) where the sampl ing point of the

outer integral is located on the element of the inner inte-
gral. We thus wish to evaluate

o(ï) lÊtElIo ,Q,N - Ì'(E)lgt(E)J(s)d6 g (4.37)

at say E t and spl i tt ing

where the singularity

Choosing the observation

the integral ( 4. 37 ) at

wiIl now occur yields

point r (6)

this point,

o(Ê(E )) = 
lE,mlË(E, )-ÊtEl ler(s)J(q)dE g

+ î t

To perform the integrations

formation is required. For

(4.38)
øn lÈ( E, ) -È( s) Iet( E) J( E)ds

over the intervaL [ 0,1 ] a trans-

the first integral

Õ

T r 6, ('l - ur)

E dr¡dE

(4.39)

( 4.40 )

and the second integral

T iE=ûr(l-gr) +6

dE = (ì - E,)dr,r

)
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o(Ë(E(,))) = I)u^lË(E,) 
- Ë'(e ,tt-')) lst(8,(l-'u))¡(8,(l-'¡))E' d' o

Àfter the transformation (4 ' 38) becomes

+

ø" l?{8, ) - ?(8, qr-o)) 
I

(4.41)

I'l,n lî(e ,) - Ë(r(l-8,) + Er) lc,r(o(l-Er) + El)J('(l-8,) + 6,)(l-E')d' 9 .
Jo

and both integrals contain the logarithmic singularity at

r¡ = 0. To divide out the singularity the logaritrrmic f unc-

tion p"n(L/u) is used as the weighting function. Muttiplying

the numerator and denominator of the f i rst integral of

(a.41) by this weighting function yields

(4.42)

Neglecting the shape functions and the Jacobians, âs they

are regular functions, the integrand becomes

f(to)w(t¡) =mønlî(c,) - i(c,(l-'))l (4'43)

Choosing!,n(t/o)astheweightingfunctiontheremainderof

the integrand is

!,n ( t /r¡)
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Thus as o+O the integrand is regularized aS the numerator

and denominator approach infinity at the same rate. The

value of t must be greater than unity or else a new singu-

Iarity is íntroduced. If the vaLue of t were chosen as 0.5,

for example, the denominator would approach zero as o+0.5

Generally the numerator will not approach zeto as o-+ 0.5

creating a new singularity at o= 0.5 . Selecting t greater

than unity enforces Ln(L/u) is greater than zero on [0,1]

avoiding any difficulty. Àn example of how to generate the

weighting coefficients and sampling }ocations for a weight-

ing f unct ion of 9"n(5/u) i s shown in Àppendix À.

4.5 MULT]PLE NOÐES

Normally, when

gle node is placed

shown in Figure 4,

pansion functions

a boundary ís divided into elements a sin-

betwêen the adjoining el-ements. rhis is

3 where o. are the coefficients of the ex-
t-

on either side of the element.

C2 c3 c4
c5ql

6et
6ez oês %+

Figure 4.32 Regular node scheme.

%s
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The o on each element is then interpolated as

o., = o, or(E) + o, ur(E)

o", = o, 0r(g) + o, or(E)

o"r = o, or(E) + ou cr(E)

(4.45)

and so on for each element. This enforces the approximate

solution to be continuous from element to element which is

desirable if the acÈuaL solution is continuous. If a geome-

trical singularity is presenÈ or if there is a discontinuity
in boundary data, the solution may not be continuous t6].
To cater for these conditions an extra node should be

placed whenever they occur. This is illustrated in Figure

4,4 where a jump discontinuity in boundary data arises when

part of the boundary is Dirichlet and the other part is Neu-

mann.

é(r¡=s(s)

Cl Ç6

Figure 4.4 z scheme for a discontinuity in boundaryNode
data.

Node o, i s at the same locat ion as node s,+ . The o on each

ðó(s)+= h(s)
önq3

C2
q4
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element is now interpolated as

o.r = o, o, (g) + o, ar(E)

o", = o, or(E) + o, or(6)

o", = ou or(E) + o, or(E)

(4.46)

(4.47)

Without the addition of the extra node the solution is

forced to be continuous where it ought not to be, resulting
in a significant degradation of results. Extra nodes could

be placed between each element allowing the solution to be

di scont inuous where in f act i t i s cont inuous. Exper imental.-

}y Ít was found that the solution altered little with the

added nodes but the matrix size increased due to the greater

number of unknowns.

For the multi-media problem, more than one node should be

placed when boundaries and interfaces coincide. Four nodes

are at the same location, âs illustrated by figure 4.5, for

a singJ-e simple layer problem.

This is required as the charge will be discontinuous where

alI four elements intersect. The charges on the elements

are then interpolated as

o"l = or or(E) + o, or(6)

aez = oz Gr(E) + ou or(6)

oes = az dt(ç) + o, or(E)

oe4 = oe or(E) + ou oo(6)
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-)
€2

oì

cet $(s)=g(s)

Çg¡ CI5, CT, %

ce4 ò+
=h (s)

2 €

€3

ôn

--) C4

rigure 4.5: Multi-media node arrangement.

For the dual simpJ-e layer formulation extra nodes are also

required where boundaries and interfaces coincide.
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ChaPter V

SOLVED PROBLEMS ÀND SOME REMARKS

5. ] EQUTVALENT SOURCE CÀLCULÀTION å LTNEAR FIELD
VARI ATI ON.

A number of examples are given belor+ to illustrate some

of the points made in this thesis. The first example, shown

in Figure 5.1, is two parallel conducting plates with a po-

tential of one on the top plate and zeto on the Lower pl-ate.

The boundary conditions on the sides are natural Neumann.

The solution of this problem, with the dimensions shown in

Figure 5.1, is simply ó=y.

v

é=l il, t)

ðé _^
--\.,ôn

FOR

I

òó

- 

=l I
-V
dn

o xo f=o I

Geometry and boundary conditions for linear
f ie1d.

Fi gure 5.1
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This probJ.em was chosen to illustrate the importance of ca-

tering to the Green function singularity, and the use of

multiple nodes for a geometricar and boundary condition dis-
continuity. Figure 5.2 shows the boundary divided into six-
teen quadratic eJements and their corresponding nodes. The

nodes located at the centre of the elements are excluded for
linear elements. The potential and potential gradient are

calculated at the locations a to f.

o

. lineor or
quodrotic nodes

x guodrotic nodes
only

+ locotions where
field colculoted

t
Figure 5,2¿ Elements and node numbering scheme.

The problem was solved for four different test cases.

For the first case, when the inner and outer integrals coin-
cide, the Green function singularity is sidestepped by using

five point Gauss-Legendre guadrature for the outer integral
and ten point Gauss-Legendre quadrature for the inner inte-
grar. Linear elements were used in t.hi s case in which two
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nodes are l-ocated at each corner to cater for the geometri-

cal and boundary condition discontinuity. The second test

case is identical to the first with the exception the Green

function singularity is integrated correctly by dividing out

the singularity as in Section Iv.4. The third case is the

same as the second case with the exception the equivalent

charge is forced to be equal at the corners (only one node

at the corners). The fourth case is similar to the second

except guadratic elements are used to approximate the equiv-

alent source.

The results for each test case is listed in Table 5.1 The

average percentage error was calculated bv
nn

% error =
I ló,., - o.*u".1 I

x=
lor, - o.*.".1 (5.1)l_ I I

n

ilr_ 
t"*lo"*."t1 o ' maxlo"*u".1

From the results it is evident the Green function sin-

gularity should be integrated properly. This is immediately

seen from the difference in error between test case one and

two. The results of test cases two and three illustrate the

importance of locating multiple nodes where Èhere is either

a geometrical or boundary data discontinuity. Test case

four gives the expected improved results over test case two

as the charges are modelled by quadratic elements instead of

linear elements. Case four shows a large error in the po-

tential and potential gradient on the boundary as compared

to the interior. The potential at the Ìocations in the in-

terior have an average error of 0.0025% whereas the average
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TABLE 5.1

Results for two paralle1 plates.

potentials I casell case2l case3l caseq exac t

a
b
c
d
e
f

.998507

.803398

.601004
,3992t9
.196844
.001368

1.00112
.800339
.599900
.400096
.r9967 9
.000355

1.0028r
,797886
.598871
.401109
.202118
.003092

1.00061
.799957
.599989
.400010
.200040
.000255

1.00000
.800000
.600000
.400000
.200000
.000000

gradient in
y-di rect ion

1.00347
1.00187
1.00000
.99996r
r.00180
1.00407

a
b
c
d
e
f.

1.01435
.996940
1.0t121
1.00991
1.01118
1.01495

.87 90?2
1.00374
.989801
.989758
1.00362
.87 9942

.995881

.999921

.999918

.9999r7

.999926

.996909

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
r.00000
1.00000

ave ra 9e
Z error

(potential)
.187% .0389% .206eó .0r622

$¡orst case
Z error

(potent iaI )

.3402 .ttzz .310% .061U

ave ra 9e
Z error

( gradient )

1.08% .t872 4 .402 .t252

worst case
Z error

( gradi ent )

I .432 .4072 12 .0e6 .410U

error on the boundary i s 0.043%. Li kewi se, the potent ia}
gradient in the interior has an average error of 0.0079%

while the average error on the boundary is 0.35U. T'his is at-

tributed to the smoothing effect of the integral operator

being less effective on or very close to the boundary.
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5,2 COMPÀRISON OF PULSES AND POINTS TO A GALERKIN LINEÀR
ÀPPROACH

The boundary conditions and probJ.em geometry are shown in

Figure 5.3. ThÍs particular problem has incompatible bound-

ary conditions at the point (0,1).

v
ò+ =l
ôn

( t )

É=o

Ó=o

Figure 5.3: Geometry and boundary condit ions.

The problem is solved by pulses and points and by Galerkin's

method with Iinear elernents. Both cases were tested with

twenty unknowns. The exact solution can be caJculated by an

infinite series of sinusoidal and hyperbolic functions.

cos((2n-t) + x)sinh(zn-r)]v)
(5.2)

(2n - 1)2 cosh( (zn - r) | )

The potentials were calculated at the locations a to i as

shown in Figure 5.3 and are tabulated in Table 5,2 From

these results, the Galerkin method (wittr linear elements)

produces better results than pulses and points for the same

number of unknowns.
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TÀBLE 5.2

Potentials calculated for the region in Figure 5.3.

5.3 POTENTTÀLS WTTHIN A COAXIAL LiNE

This problem v¡as included to illustrate the importance of

correctly modelling the geometry. The boundary conditions

and element subdivision are preSented in Figure 5.4 along

with locations a to i where the potential is calculated.

Four elements are located on the inner and outer cylinder

and two elements along each side. The problem is first

solved with linear elements and then with quadratic ele-

ments. The results are tabulated in Table 5.3 along with

the exact results which can be calculated by

= r,r,(r*70.Ð sn
r

I 0

potent ials pulses and
points

Galerkin
method

exac t

a
b

d
e
f
I
h
L

.463385355

.380484665

.311021365

. 2 511 47 029

.198902149

.152579883

.110703487

.071972338

.034635149

.469434921

.38825027 6

.3180823r8

.257262637

.204011073
,156684342
.113833s03
.074178113
.036502578

.469214308

.388045598

.3I7 927 9r5
,257131032
.203914832
. I s6619199
. 113 7 94101
,07 4r59160
.036575269

ave ra9e
Z error .47 3Z .011%

worst case
% error .7 56% .0222

0
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É=l

, l?1
+

v

49 =oon ó=o o lineor or
quodrotic nodes

x quodrotic nodes
only

+ locotions where
field colculoted

x

P=o
ôn

Figure 5.4: Elements locafed on coaxial line.

TÀBLE 5.3

Results for coaxial line.

potent ials linear
elements

guadrat ic
e lemen t s

exac t

a
b
c
d
e
f
I
h
I

.0570690

.1337345

.2158864

.3033633

.396562s

.4962186

. 60 3 3429

.7r93844

.8469155

.073s016

. I s18 048

.2343338

.3218196

.4149338

.5144689

.6213818

.7 36867I

.8624965

.0740006

.1520031

.2344653

.32t928t

.4150375
,51457 3?
.6214884
.7 359656
.8624965

ave ra 9e
Z error I.782 .015%

worst case
Z error 1.86U .050%
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Fromtheresultsitisapparentthatcurvedsurfacescannot
bemodelledproperlyby}inearinterpolation.Quadraticel-
ementsarecapableofmodellingcurvedsurfacesaccurate}y
provided derivative continuity is not required between adja-

cent elements. If derivative continuity is required' Her-

mittian or spline elements may suf f ice'

RÂ EXTERl OR PARALLEL PLATE PROBLEM

Theequivalentchargefortheparal]elplateproblemwas

computed for a potential of +1 on the upper plate and -1 on

the lower plate as shown in Figure 5'5' Eight elements were

placedoneachoftheupperand]owerplates.Theproblem

wassolvedfortwodifferentcasesithefirstcasecontains

no singular elements and Èhe latter contains elements with

singularities of the order {'/' aE the edges'

é=l
(o,l) (l,l)

(o,o) (l,o)

Figure 5.5 ¡ Parallel plate arrangement '

+
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When geometrical singularities occur the overall eguivalent

source is distorted if singular trial functions are not in-

cluded. That is, the singularity is not only a locaI ef-

fect. This can be seen from Figure 5.6 where the charge

density is plotted for both cases. when singular shape

functions are not included the equivalent source contains an

oscillation which is not expected.

2.OO

t.60
I
I
I
Il¡J()

É.

=)o
1Í'

t-z
l¡J
J

fo
l¡J

Ir-
I

SINGULAR TERM

NO SINGULAR TERM

I
I
I
It.20

o.80

o.40

o o.20 40 0.60 0.80 l.oo
LOCATION OF CHARGE

Figure 5.6: Eguivalent source with and without singular
term.

When the form of the singularity is included the oscillation
almost disappears. Àlthough singular shape functions were

included in the computer program, Do special integration

technique was applied. The potentials comput.ed were the

same for both methods . However , a spec ial i ntegrat i on

t
I

o.
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scheme would improve the results significantly if singular

shape functions are included.

5 . 5 THREE REGT ON MULTI -MEDI.A PROBLEM

The problem of Fi gure 5.7 vras solved us ing both the

gle simple layer and dual simple layer formulations.

v

òÖ
o

ôn

$=o

s1n-

x

f=r

o
o ò+

o
ôn

Figure 5.7: Three region problem.

Four elements are located on each side of each region. The

resultant potentials are listed in Table 5.4, The single
layer formulation used fifty-four unknowns and the duar sim-

ple layer required sixty-eight unknowns for the same element

structure. The duar simple layer produced better results
but reguired more unknowns. overall, excellent results were

generated by both methods.

+++++++
ob cde f g

€r =6
+++
hij

c2-
+++
klm

€3= 3

7I



TÀBLE 5.4

Results for three region problem.

potentials
single
s imple
Iaye r

duaL
sirnple
laye r

exac t

a
b
c
d
e
f
I
h
I
j
k
I
m

.97500909

.95002146

.925037 84

.90005045

.87506583

. I s0088 58

.82514709

.65013773

.50006387

.3499957 I

.r499667 0

.10000509

.05000753

.975008555

. 9500 02443

.925006669

.900008413

.875010339

.850013326

.825014183

.650011929

. s00013368

.350014039

.150006725

.10000s618

.05000s724

.975000000

.9s0000000

.925000000

.900000000

.87s000000

.850000000

.825000000

.6s0000000

.500000000

.350000000

.150000000

.100000000

.0s0000000

ave ra9e
Z error .0051u .00092%

worst case
Z error . 015% .0014%
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Chapter VI

CONCTUS I ONS

The goal of this thesis has been to implement a boundary

eLement program to solve Èhe potential equation for a heter-

ogeneous region with arbitrary boundary conditions. The

simple layer source formulation was derived by the appÌica-

tion of Green's theorem to the two-dimensional free space

Green function, and the unknown equivalent source. The

method of weighted residuals vras then applied to the simple

layer formulation to construct an approximate solution. A

boundary element technique in which the sources and geom-

etry are modelled on an element-by-element basis by Langran-

gian shape functions -- was used to construct the system ma-

trix. The coeff icients of the expansion functions vtere then

determined by inversion of the system matrix. The equiva-

lent source, known in terms of Èhe expansion functions and

their coeff icients, were substituted into the integral to

calculate the potentia] everywhere.

The results of Chapter II were required to find the re-

strictions that need be placed on the equivalent Source, and

to select a proper free space Green'S function in two-dimen-

sÍons. This led to different formulations depending on the

boundary conditions and the domain.
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The Galerkin form of weighted residuals h'as shown to be

equivalent to the variationa). approach if the operator is

positive definite and self-adjoint. Provided these proper-

ties exist the solution is guaranteed to improve as more ex-

pansion functions are added to the approximate soJution.

Choosing the expansion functions to be the same as the test-
ing functions adds to algorithmic simplicity. The isoparam-

etric technique, in which the expansion functions are mod-

elled with the same fidelity as the geometry, also leads to

algorithmic simplicity.
One question which arises, when solving the potential

equation by integral methods, is which formulation (simple

layer, double Iayer, or Green's formula) is better. Normal-

ly f ormulat ions which result in Fredhol-m equat ions of the

second kind are desired, as the matrix generaÈed is guaran-

teed to be diagonalÌy strong. This, however, overlooks the

matrices generated by the first kind formulation which also

produce a diagonally strong matrix. This arises from the

Green function singularity, which although difficult to in-

tegrate correctly, has the very desirable property of ob-

taining its Iargest value when the source and observation

point coincide. This ensures diagonal strength. If, for

example, the Green f uncÈion v¡as li- i' I poor results would be

expected with the first kind formulation due !o a lack of

diagonal strength.
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The double layer formulation results in a Fredholm inte-

gral of the second kind for the Dirichlet problem but is not

applicable to the Neumann problem. This formulation thus

lacks generality.

Green's formula can cater for the Dirichlet, Neumann, and

mixed boundaries but requires determing two matrices. For

Dirichlet boundaries a FredhoJm integral of the fÍrst kind

results and for the Neumann boundaries a second kind inte-

gral results. The simple layer formulation yields the same

type of Fredholm integrals as Green's formula for the same

boundary daÈa.

Green' s formulat ion contains a number of di sadvantages

inherent to the method which the simple layer does not. One

of these difficul-ties is the jump discontinuity of potential

at the boundary. This causes numerical problems when calcu-

lating the potential near the boundary. The problem was

avoided in the simple layer formulation by choosing the same

potential on the interior and exterior of the boundary. The

gradient of the potential vras easily calculaÈed in the sim-

ple layer formul-ation by simply differentiating the Green

function within the integral. No such straightforward tech-

nique is available to compute the gradient from Green's for-

mulat i on .

One immediate extension to the method is to cater for re-

gions with rotational symmetry. This is easily accomplished

by modifying the Green function. The matrix is accumulated
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in a similar manner as with Cartesian coordinates except

with the modified Green function. ln a more general sense,

any three-dimensional problem can be reduced to a two-dimen-

sional probJ.em if the solution is independent of one coordi-

nate. The proper Green function would have to be determined

in such cases.

At present the multi-media formulation cannot cater for

different media at infinity. An extension of lhe method

to allow for such problems would be desirable.

In summary, the simple layer boundary element formula-

tion, for the solution of the potential equation, yields ex-

cellent results provided the Green's function singularity,

and boundary data discontinuities, are catered for properly.

The method is readily applicable to heterogenous regions by

locating either a single simple layer of charges on the in-

terface or a dual layer of simple sources. The latter meth-

od is generally desirable as a block-sparse rnatrix results.

As well the latter method may be used to subdivide a homoge-

neous region to produce a block-sparse matrix. The integra).

formulation has many inherent advantages, the main one being

the integral operator is well-behaved. Other advantages

over the partial differential equation formulatíon include;

the ease of input data as elements are only located on the

boundary; the potential gradient can be calculated more rig-

orously; and the ease with which arbitrary boundary data is

handled. These features rnake it a strong competitor with

the traditional partial differential equation formulation.
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Àppendix A

GAUSSTÀN QUADRATURE

The method of obtaining Gaussian quadrature formula to

ca 1c uIa te

w(x)f(x)dx = Arf( xi ) (e.r)

for different weighting functions is shown. Only the meth-

od is presented here and not the theory which can be found

in l2I, p.1-171. For n sampling points we are reguired to

generate a nxn matrix whose entries are calculated by

Ia
n

I
a= I

(i+i¡
n (A.2\B w(x)x dx 'i 

, j 1 ,2,3,

also reguired, which is evaluated by

n (A.3)

I:r_l

A vector

The vector b is

of length n is
.b

ci = | w(x)x
J-

d,

ith
dx 1-?-?1

À set of coefficients k are then found by inverting B and

post-multiplying by

(a.+)k IB

the coef f ic ients of

n-I
pN(x) = xt + ,lo kt

the polynomial

*i
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The roots of (e.S) correspond to the location of the san-

pling points x, . À matrix D and vector f are then calculat-

ed to determine the weights A, where

Dit = *i

(A.6)
f dx i,j = 1,2,3, ... n

The Ai are then given by

-lA=D f (a.z)

The weights and sampling locations for a parlicular weight-

ing function are then known.

For the integration of Èhe Green function singuJ.arity the

weighting function Ln(S/u) v¡as used with five sampling loca-

tions. The B matrix in this case was

w(x)xif
a

I

2 .609437 9r

1.05471895

0 . 64 759041

a .46485947

0.36188758

1.05471895

0.64759041

0 .46485947

0.36188758

0.296017 42

0 .64 759041

0 .46485947

0.36188758

0 .2960t7 42

0.25032786

0.46485947

0.36188758

0 .2960t7 42

0.25032786

0.21680473

0.361887s8

^ 
)Q6,ñ17 A.)

0.2503?786

0,21680473

0.19117?rr

and the D matrix

1.00000000

1.00000000

1.00000000

1.00000000

1.00000000

0. 036sr813

0.207 36897

0 .47 494634

0.75379816

0.94944406

0.001333s7 0.00004869

0.04300189 0.00891725

0 .22557 402 0 .10713556

0.5682tt67 0.42831691

0. 90144403 0.85s87068
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0.00000177

0.00184916

0.05088364

0.322864s0

0.81260t34



The sampling points are

0.0365181345

0.2073689794

0.4749463433

0.7537981628

0 . 94 94440644

and the weighÈs are

0.504 4917t44

0.7354668222

0 . 681 077 6127

0.47 68381708

0 . 211 5635922

Quadrature data for

generated with little

can be done easily.

arbi t ra ry

difficulty
weighting

pr ov i ded

functions can be

the integrat ions
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